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The mental game may be more important in Golf than any other sport. It's one of the only

sports where you can spend money on elite level equipment, lessons and practice without

improving your results. Golfers continue to turn to mental game coach Jermaine Harris' simple

tools to help them play well and score well even if they're not swinging well. In this book you'll

find simple, step-by-step instructions and proven techniques to permanently fix problems such

as first tee nerves, anger, low confidence, fear, and focus. With more and more people taking

up Golf, now is the time to take these problems head on.

Praise for No Better Friend: Young Readers Edition:"A riveting and highly moving dog

story." �Kirkus Reviews"An enormously readable account of animal and human companionship

and survival; recommended for budding historians and fans of survival stories." �School Library

Journal"Well-written and engaging." �BooklistPraise for No Better Friend:"No Better Friend

personifies the relationship we all aspire to have with our dogs, and takes us on a harrowing

journey to a place and time lost in the history books. A must read for every dog or animal

lover." �Robin Hutton, author of Sgt. Reckless: America's War Horse"Robert Weintraub captures

the beauty and power of friendship and loyalty between man and animal in this captivating

narrative. We'd all be lucky to have a dog like Judy by our sides in our darkest times." �Cate

Lineberry, author of The Secret Rescue: An Untold Story of American Nurses and Medics

Behind Nazi Lines"This is the best dog book since the uber best-selling Marley and Me." �Linda

Wilson Fuoco, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette"Weintraub... combines a gritty war story with a warm

dog story -- readers who like both will think they have gone to heaven.... Where he truly excels,

though, is in finding the human dramas, some painful and some inspiring, that figured in Judy's

saga." �Kate Tuttle, Boston Globe"The most inspiring true life account I've ever read of a human-

animal bond." �Maureen Corrigan, NPR"Exceptionally well researched and engaging... No Better

Friend is an inspiring story, and one that both dog lovers and history buffs will

embrace." �Deborah Hopkinson, BookPage --This text refers to the paperback edition.From

School Library JournalGr 6–9—Weintraub's middle grade adaptation of his adult book is an

almost unbelievable tale of animal survival and loyalty amid the horrors of World War II. Born in

Shanghai, China, Judy the purebred pointer dog began her military career when she was

adopted by a group of English sailors who took her onboard a gunboat and eventually moved

her to Singapore just as World War II reached the Pacific. Judy survived sinking ships,

torpedoed boats, and life on a desert island before following her human companions to a

Japanese internment camp, where she met Frank Williams, a radarman in the Royal Air Force.

The friendship between the two, as well as Judy's encouragement and protection of other men

interned at the camp, helped raise spirits in a desperate situation. Readers will appreciate this

work, which has been lovingly and engagingly adapted by Weintraub. Through accessible

language, the author makes it clear that he is inferring many aspects of the narrative. Sidebars

on topics such as the Sino-Japanese War, the Battle of Britain, and post-traumatic stress

disorder among soldiers add context. Photographs are frequent, well chosen, and clearly

captioned. A thorough notes section (present in the adult version) is left out. VERDICT An

enormously readable account of animal and human companionship and survival;

recommended for budding historians and fans of survival stories.—Kristy Pasquariello,

Wellesley Free Library, MA --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the



AuthorRobert Weintraub is a frequent contributor to the New York Times and Slate and the

author of the acclaimed books The House That Ruth Built, The Victory Season, and No Better

Friend.P. J. Ochlan is an Audie Award-winning, multiple Earphones Award-winning, and Voice

Arts Award-nominated narrator of hundreds of audiobooks. His acting career spans more than

thirty years and has also included Broadway, the NY Shakespeare Festival under Joseph

Papp, critically acclaimed feature films, and television series regular roles.--This text refers to

the audioCD edition.Read more
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INTRODUCTIONThis book contains the tools and strategies you’ll need to transform yourself

and your golf game. Whilst this may seem like an outrageous thing to say, so many people

across the world (including myself) have been completely amazed by what can happen when

you use these proven strategies to take control of your mind and by what you can actually

control in your golf game.I say that the information in this book, when acted upon, will change

your golf game even though I haven’t personally invented anything to create this book. Instead,

I have merely put together a system that uses a combination of some of the greatest

psychology, philosophy, and golf mental game and practice techniques ever created.You may,

of course, think that some of the ideas in this book are ‘crazy’ or ‘would never work’. All I’ll say

to that is this; you have been looking for ways to improve your golf game and, for whatever

reason, what you have tried so far hasn’t worked. So, please be open-minded and allow the

techniques inside this book to change your game for the better.I want you to imagine an old,

slightly shaky rope bridge; you are on one side and the golf game that you really want is on the

other, and the only way you can get to the other side is with my help. I want you to picture the

fact that it seems a bit crazy to take even that first step, but for some reason you really do trust

me, so you do it. As you take each easy step, it seems even less crazy, and you start to

become excited by the fact that you are eventually going to get to the other side. When you

finally get there, you really do feel grateful, and you congratulate yourself on taking that initial

step.One hundred percent of people who don’t take the first step never get there.This book has

been designed with the idea in mind that, on average, we only remember ten percent of what

we have read two weeks later. However, that statistic can jump well above eighty percent when

it comes down to remembering things that we have either written down, visualized, or actually

DONE. That being said, you will need a pen or a pencil, and an active imagination, as you go

through this book because you are actually going to be doing things. (If you have an electronic

version of this book, use a notepad for the writing exercises). Think of this book as a metaphor

for your golf swing itself. What I mean by that is, you cannot build a solid, repeating golf swing

just by reading about it; you are going to have to do something about it.The following

information is simple by design; it is supposed to be a quick, actionable guide for you to stop

feeling stuck where you are in your golf game and start feeling like you are moving into a state

of improvement. Certain bits of information will be repeated; this is deliberate because we need



to hear some things a few times before they stick, don’t we?You’ll also notice that the chapters

are split into four sections: “Mental Game Practice”, “On the Course”, “Games Within the

Game”, and “Pre-Round Practice and Planning”.It is crucial to realize that people do not just

‘build a strong mental game’ by chance. Instead, they achieve predictable results by changing

their thought patterns and the things they do every day. Over the course of this book, I am

going to share with you these patterns of thinking and acting and how to use them to improve

your golf game.Is It Really Possible for Me to Change My Golf Game?The minute you make

the decision to improve your mental game, it is already changed forever. Your mind really can

change in an instant.Every time you take action on the new information you will make small

changes— changes you may not even be aware of. As these changes start to stack up on top

of each other, you will become aware of how much you have changed and how much your golf

game has improved.You may not believe every chapter is applicable to you right now. For

example, you may be perfectly happy with your confidence and chipping but not so happy with

your putting and how you bounce back from bad shots. That’s fine. I encourage you to use this

book as a guide that you can turn to in order to improve any area of your game at any given

time. However, I believe that the key to being happy with your golf game is progress. Even if

one area of your game is good, it can always improve. So, why not read the whole book, and

you may pick up some ideas to make certain areas of your game even better.I’m sure you have

heard of the benefits of ‘persistence’. With a little persistence, you will be just like the rocket

that uses eighty per cent of its fuel just to get off the ground. Through science we understand

that big changes need big energy, so be prepared to invest time into improving your golf game;

and just like the rocket, you will climb to heights that were previously viewed as

‘unreachable’.Many people have used the strategies presented in this book to catapult

themselves to new heights in their golf game from exactly where you are right now, or even

more challenging positions.There is a catch; for the techniques in this book to work, I am going

to need you to commit to going for it one hundred percent. Eighty percent just won’t cut it.

That’s why you hear so many winners on the professional tours say things like “I have been

working hard on my mental game”. You have nothing to lose and everything to gain; be bold,

have an open mind, and go for it.Finally, be prepared to ‘close your ears’ to the well-meaning

advice of other people and stay committed to what you’re doing. Not everyone understands

working on their mental game, but Tiger Woods, Jack Nicklaus, and Annika Sorenstam

certainly do…Meet the Captain and the Crew of Your Mind…“Whatever we plant in our

subconscious mind and nourish with repetition and emotion will one day become a reality” -

EARL NIGHTINGALE.To get the most out of the techniques in this book, it is vital that you

imagine your mind being made up of two areas. One is your conscious mind, and the other is

your subconscious mind.Your conscious mind is like the captain of your ship; whilst you are

awake, it is always analyzing, critiquing, and thinking ‘logically’. If I ask you to STOP right now

and think of ten things you know about Golf, you literally have to stop and think about it using

your conscious mind.Your subconscious mind is like the crew of the ship, controlling all of your

bodily functions from breathing to digesting your food. Your subconscious mind is where

everything you have ever seen, heard, tasted, touched, or smelled is stored; in other words,

every memory and every experience. It is in your subconscious mind where all of your problem-

solving abilities lie as well as every ounce of your intelligence and creativity. If I ask you to

STOP right now and quickly put your right arm out to the side, you can do it immediately

without having to think of coordinating all of the one hundred and thirty muscles involved. This

is your subconscious mind taking control.Your subconscious mind allows you to see things

differently and solve your problems from a different angle. How many times have you gone to



sleep with a problem and woken up with the answer? This is the phenomenon of the ‘crew’ of

your subconscious mind, never sleeping and continuing to work on things whilst you are

asleep.Your subconscious mind is also where your mental habits live. We first learn to do

something with our conscious minds. Then, it gets repeated and repeated until it is totally

automatic. When this happens, the conscious mind becomes less involved, and the once new

skill can now be done ‘without thinking’. If you know how to drive a car, you will know exactly

how this feels. The key is for every shot on the golf course to feel like this.However, these skills

are not limited to physical acts like hitting the ball. They can be skills that hurt us like making

ourselves feel bad, being indecisive, getting stressed out, or being paralyzed by fear of failure.

Or, they can be skills that help us like being present, building confidence, and feeling inspired

on the course. You can replace old, negative habits on the golf course with positive ones

through exciting, emotion-filled repetition.Please don’t underestimate the power of repetition

because your subconscious mind will store that which is repeated by the conscious mind with

emotion whether it’s good or bad. The only reason you respond to your name is because it was

stored in your subconscious mind through repetition. You are going to use this technology by

training your subconscious mind to deliver the state of mind and approach to your golf game

that you desire. 

PART 1 – MENTAL GAME PRACTICEThe first part of “The Mental Game of Golf” involves

concepts that are crucial to learn before you get to the golf course and even some things that

you can actually do right now, as you sit there reading this. A key consideration in the mental

game is to treat it the same as working on your technical or physical game—it takes actual

practice!The Art of “PMG” – Present Moment GolfPresent Moment Golf“Wherever you are, be

all there”. -Jim ElliotGolf is filled with potentially challenging things to understand and ideas that

are hard to grasp.“Living in the present moment” isn’t one of them.However, such a small

percent of golfers actually do it. If you think about it, it should be the easiest thing to work on

because we are ALWAYS in the present moment. Well, our body is anyway. The mind is a

complicated beast. In an instant, it can be reliving a bad shot from three years ago, or picturing

what it will feel like to hit it out of bounds on eighteen.Unlike many sports, golf is littered with

“spare time”. You walk from the tee to the fairway, wait for your buddy to escape the trees, wait

for the group in front, and more. This means that the possibility of your mind drifting away from

the present moment is increased.Without practice and conscious thought, it is inevitable that

your mind will fill the void, replaying films and images of the past and the future.
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tommy braddy, “Mental Game. This book describes me and my mental state accurately. The

mind is so powerful and he describes how we can use it to prove our game”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Best ever!. This is the best golf instruction - and, for that matter, the best

life instruction - guide i have seen!  Thank you, Jermaine!”

Mike Ksczanowicz, “Great book targeting goof’s mental side. Excellent read. The book puts

into layman’s terms how the mind works in golf and how to improve your golf game through

easy to understand mental game tips. Very easy reading and it will help the amateur golfer

improve how to think before, during and after golfing.”

Bradley S., “A genuine help to a life-long golf problem!. I would strongly advise this book to

anyone struggling with the mental side of golf. It breaks down various psychological techniques

into an easy-to-read format, with examples that are easy to follow.It's only been a few weeks,

but I'm already seeing a positive impact from implementing 2 of the techniques ('passionate

acceptance' and shot-visualisation) taught in the book. I already feel much more confident and

less frustrated on course and I'm looking forward to the rest of the season armed with the skills

taught in this book!”

Adam, “Just what my golf game needed!. Having been so self critical of myself on the golf

course, this was just what my golf game needed. I now understand that always focusing on the

next golf shot is key and not stressing about what has happened in the past. A round of golf is

very rarely going to go perfectly and we just need to relax, take a breath and play with a smile

on our faces :) This book has honestly reduced my handicap and made me a much better

golfer. Give it a go, I am sure it will help you too!”

Marc Marshall, “Great insight into how to enjoy golf and play better golf.. Jermaine does a great

job of breaking down the most important part of the golf game and the part I struggle with most

- the mental part. I used to dwell on a bad shot or a bad hole and let it affect my game. I'm not



a regular golfer so spending time and money on lessons and equipment isn't really an option.

This book has taught me to enjoy golf and play better golf at the same time.”

Duncan Black, “An uncomplicated book to improve your mental game of golf. This was an

uncomplicated insight into the mental game of golf and something I will return to again and

again to keep my mind trained in the right methods. Some simple techniques explained very

well and has made a huge improvement to my game. ”

Matthew James Hunt, “good advice. This has opened my eyes to how I think about not only

golf but other sports as well. The techniques described are easily implemented and really do

make a difference”

The book by Jermaine Harris has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 14 people have provided feedback.
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